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ABSTRACT

The catabolism of tryptophan (Trp) by indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) is a key step in tolerance effected by a variety of cell types, including mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs). Trp catabolism generates molecules known as kynurenines, whose tolerance mechanisms involve activation of the Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor (AHR). A synthetic analog of Trp, 1-methyl tryptophan (1MT), is a selective inhibitor of IDO enzymatic activity being utilized in cancer immunotherapy trials. We hypothesized 1MT might activate AHR independently of its effects on IDO. We demonstrate MSCs express AHR protein, and that in vitro treatment with 1MT causes AHR nucleotranslocation. Upon analyzing mRNA, we observed transcriptional upregulation of cytochrome p450 1a1 and 1b1 by 1MT racemic mixture (R-MT), consistent with AHR-activation. RNA-sequencing identified Nrf2, MAPK12 and IL-1a as downstream targets of 1MT. We demonstrate 1a1 and 1b1 activation by 1MT in IDO+ MSC following interferon-γ (IFN-γ) activation, suggesting AHR signaling is uncoupled from IDO catalytic function. Such a mechanism of action for 1MT may extend its usage to a wider range of patients, irrespective of tumor IDO expression. These observations support a novel paradigm by which AHR-activating compounds like 1MT can be used in cancer immunotherapy to stimulate a pro-inflammatory response.

INTRODUCTION

Recent studies in cancer immunology have explored the role of tolerance inside the tumor microenvironment, enabling cancers to evade immune surveillance [1]. Cells that mediate tumor-associated suppression include myeloid suppressor cells or tumor-associated macrophages. Such cells have been shown to facilitate tumor progression by the accumulation of regulatory T cells [1]. One of the principle mechanisms whereby tumor-resident cells mediate this immunomodulation is the catabolism of tryptophan (Trp) by indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO). It has been shown that IDO is a crucial determinant of the immunomodulatory abilities of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) [2]. Immune-suppressing cells with IDO expression engender a tolerogenic tumor microenvironment [3] providing a rationale for pharmacologically blocking IDO activity with 1MT for cancer immunotherapy. IDO catalytic activity leads to the deprivation of Trp and has been shown in biochemical studies to dampen the proliferation of T cells by limiting ζ-chain activation [4]. However, the Trp-deprivation model has been questioned by studies showing IDO-catalyzed Trp catabolites bind to and activate the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) [5]. Much of our understanding of aryl hydrocarbons
comes from studies with 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD). First described as the TCDD receptor, ligand-activation of AHR causes a conformational shift, allowing it to bind its chaperone protein, AHR nuclear translocator (ARNT). ARNT contains a nuclear-localization-signal (NLS) in residues 39-61 [6] which allows the complex entry to the nucleus, whereupon it activates transcription at AHR response elements (AHREs) [1, 7]. Signaling at AHREs has been implicated in carcinogenesis studies with aromatic hydrocarbons like benzopyrene [8, 9]. In such studies, ligand-activation of AHR is often shown by the upregulation of cytochrome p450 (Cyp) enzymes, Cyp1a1 and Cyp1b1 [10]. However, the evolutionary conservation of AHR signaling (including invertebrates with no such hepatic biotransformation of toxins [11]) suggests a broader homeostatic function for AHR signaling, beyond just toxin-processing. Indeed, the finding that endogenous kynurenines can activate the AHR suggests this transcription factor may have broadly-acting immunomodulatory effects [12]. Like Trp and Kyn, 1MT is also an aromatic hydrocarbon, but 1MT is currently the focus of more than a dozen clinical oncology trials [13], where its use is rationalized on the basis of its irreversible inhibition of IDO catalysis. Since immune-competent cells, such as MSCs and dendritic cells, can co-express AHR and IDO under inflammatory conditions [14], it suggests that the effects of 1MT ascribed to selective inhibition of IDO may also arise from activation of the AHR pathway. We here demonstrate that AHR+ MSCs with IDO induction of genes that contain an AHRE. The most well-characterized sentinel genes of such AHR activation are Cyp1a1 and Cyp1b1 [8, 20, 21]. We cultured MSCs with any of the enantiomer mixtures of 1MT does not induce IDO expression (Figure 1C). As the AHR protein has been described as being constitutively present in the cytoplasm at baseline [17], we sought to confirm that our MSCs expressed this protein. Figure 1D summarizes these findings, in which the antibody localizes the AHR protein near the 100 kDa marker. Notably, these two immunoblots demonstrate that 1MT alone does not induce IDO expression, nor alter the level of AHR expression.

IMT causes AHR nucleotranslocation

Upon ligand binding, the AHR associates with ARNT, only upon which will the protein enter the nucleus, where it acts as a transcription factor at AHREs. To generate evidence that IMT could induce this pathway of activation, we used a protein-based tracking method, to document a shift of AHR protein from cytoplasm-to-nucleus, after treatment with test drugs [18, 19]. Figures 2A-2B demonstrate that at baseline, MSCs exhibit a cytoplasmic signal for AHR, and nuclei that are devoid of the green immunofluorescent signal. This is readily observed when comparing the untreated cells (NoRx) to the isotype-stained cells (Isotype). After 5h of TCDD treatment, an increase in nuclear-staining can be appreciated, consistent with its classification as a bona fide AHR ligand. We performed this experiment using three enantiomeric mixtures of 1MT, and then utilized Leica software packages to numerically quantify the resultant changes in immunofluorescence (Figure 2C). We performed a one-way ANOVA test, affording a p-value of 0.0003, indicating that the nuclear shift in AHR signal induced by 1MT was comparable to that induced by TCDD. Taken together, these data demonstrate 1MT activates a similar cellular response as the most well-understood AHR ligand.

Known AHR ligands and trp derivatives activate the AHR response

As discussed above, bona fide AHR ligands bind the molecule and activate its nucleotranslocation, resulting in the induction of genes that contain an AHR. The most well-characterized sentinel genes of such AHR activation are Cyp1a1 and Cyp1b1 [8, 20, 21]. We cultured MSCs in the presence of two validated AHR ligands, TCDD
Figure 1: IDO and AHR expression in resting and IFN-γ-stimulated MSC treated with 1MT. (A) Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) were isolated from the marrow of healthy human donors (N=3). Cells were removed from flasks after 5d of growth and stained using a panel approved by the International Society for Cell Therapy. Panel A represents the flow cytometry gating strategies for an isotype control sample, compared to an MSC sample stained with PE-conjugated CD73. These data are representative of all MSC samples utilized in this study. (B) Panel B represents the sub-gating analysis, interrogating MSC for CD45, CD44, CD73 and CD90 and CD105. In each histogram, the black unfilled-line represents relevant isotype-matched control, and the three gray lines are independent but contemporaneously-analyzed MSC samples. (C) Untreated, resting (r) MSCs and IFN-γ stimulated (γ), MSCs were analyzed for expression of the IDO protein (IFN-γ: 50 ng/ml for 24 h). Additionally, treatment with (D)-1MT, (L)-1MT or racemic (R) mixture was tested (1 mM each). Figure 1C represents the immunoblotting results of a single membrane that was first blotted for IDO1, then stripped, re-blocked and probed for actin. These are results from an experiment with MSC sample, which was replicated three times. (D) At baseline, resting MSCs (r) demonstrate presence of the AHR protein. The effects of 24h treatment with IFN-γ (γ), or D-MT, L-MT or R-MT on AHR protein expression was evaluated. IFN-γ: 50 ng/ml; all 1MT: 1mM). AHR is indicated by the arrowhead near the 100 kDa band. Figure 1D represents the immunoblotting results of a single membrane that was cut into two and blotted separately for AHR and actin. These are results from an experiment with one MSC sample, which was replicated three times.
Figure 2: AHR nucleotransloaction in MSCs treated with 1MT and AHR agonists (A, B) MSCs were plated onto glass coverslips and allowed to adhere overnight. Media was aspirated and replaced with R10 or the indicated drug. Drugs were left on cells for 5h, after which cells were fixed and AHR was visualized via immunofluorescence; DAPI was used to visualize nuclei. Isotype-control was a non-specific murine-derived IgG. TCDD concentration was 10 nM. Concentrations of D-MT, L-MT, R-MT all at 1mM. These results (A, B) from an experiment with one MSC sample, which was replicated four times with independent MSC samples. All images were taken using a confocal microscope with the same exposure settings. (C) The bar graph represents the quantified results of nucleotranslocation, as observed via immunofluorescence. The Leica LASX software package was utilized to delimit regions of interest, defined by the DAPI-visualized nucleus. From these regions, the signal of Alexa488 was computed and normalized per μm². These data are the cumulative average of three experiments using independent MSC samples, each with an average of twelve enumerations per high-power field. Statistical test performed was one-way ANOVA, P=0.003.
and 6-formylindolo [3,2-b]carbazole (FICZ), well-characterized molecules known to ligate the receptor [22]. Additionally, we included two IDO-catabolized Trp byproducts, kynurenine and kynurenic acid, both of which have been explored for their AHR bioactivity. Kynurenic acid in particular has been documented as a verified AHR ligand that results in more potent cytochrome induction than kynurenine [23]. Untreated controls were included in each experiment, and Fold-Induction of each Cyp gene was calculated relative to baseline expression of GAPDH. Figure panels 3A-3D plot the induction of Cyp1a1 and Cyp1b1 following 6h or 24h timepoints. We note that racemic 1MT (R-MT) induces significant induction for Cyp1a1, and that the other test ligands responded with the prototypic AHR response. Although the induction of Cyp1b1 by R-MT did not achieve statistical significance, we note that the magnitude of cytochrome induction for known ligands FICZ and kynurenic acid are similar to that effected by racemic 1MT.

1MT induces dose-dependent response for AHR activation in MSCs

We used a fixed time point to further explore the 1MT-mediated mRNA-induction of Cyp1a1 and Cyp1b1 [8, 20, 21] using clinically-relevant ranges of 1MT concentrations, with three different enantiomer preparations. In current clinical trials with 1MT, patients are dosed orally up to 2000mg, achieving peak plasma concentrations of 1200 ng/ml (5.5 μM) [24, 25], and in vitro studies use 1mM dosing to inhibit IDO activity [2, 3]. As different publications explore different enantiomers of 1MT for IDO activity, we sought to assess if these three preparations would show different AHR activity profiles, at concentrations ranging from 5000 μM to 0.1 μM (Figure 3E–3F). Untreated controls were included in each experiment, and Fold-Induction of each cytochrome gene was calculated as above. These data were fitted to linear regression models, which were then compared for difference in slope, affording statistically-significant p-values, suggesting the racemic mixture (R-MT) may be more AHR-bioactive than either of the pure enantiomers. Taken together, these results indicate that over a variety of sub-clinical and clinical doses, all three mixtures of 1MT can induce the canonical AHR-driven response.

Interferon-γ licensing of MSCs does not modify AHR response

Our initial experiments showed that resting MSCs, negative for the IDO protein, were able to demonstrate robust upregulation of the downstream AHR signaling pathway in response to 1MT. However, it is conceivable that IDO+ cells might occupy equivalents of 1MT in the active site of the IDO protein, leaving none available to activate the AHR response [26]. To address this, we pre-treated MSCs with IFN-γ for 24h, which is sufficient to induce robust IDO protein expression [16]. Following, the IFN-γ was washed off and cells were treated with a fixed dose (1mM) of the 1MT enantiomeric preparations. Figure 4A is an immunoblot demonstrating that the amount of IDO protein expressed by MSCs does not alter when cells were also treated with 1MT. Figure 4B-4G shows the induction of the cytochrome genes when IFN-γ pre-stimulation was followed by 1MT, at a variety of dose titrations. A peak in Cyp1a1 induction occurred for at 100μM for D-MT and R-MT, but one was not observed for L-MT until 2.5 mM. We used linear regression and found that IFN-γ licensing of MSCs does not consistently alter the magnitude of cytochrome enzyme induction to a significant degree. This pattern is particularly important to note near 5.5 μM, which is the plasma concentration seen in humans dosed therapeutically with 1MT [24, 25]. These data indicate that 1MT can activate the AHR-driven response in MSCs in a comparable fashion, irrespective of IDO expression.

RNA-seq shows 1MT and TCDD activate similar gene sets

Given that 1MT is known to be effective in cancer immunotherapy, we sought to use RNA profiling to identify novel immune signals induced by 1MT, and how those might be similar to the transcriptome of a verified AHR ligand. Five independent MSC samples were exposed for 24h to racemic 1MT, TCDD, or treated with vehicle only (NoRx); we then performed RNAseq analysis. We focused on differentially-expressed genes (DEGs) that were most significantly changed upon treatment with R-MT or TCDD. Hierarchical clustering was used to organize genes by expression pattern across samples. Figure 5A is a heat map representing the union of all DEGs found between the three conditions. Taken together, this heat map and its pattern suggests similar gene-activating signatures by R-MT and TCDD, especially when compared to sample-matched untreated controls. The Venn diagram in Figure 5B represents the degree of overlap for genes found to be up-regulated or down-regulated in R-MT-treated cells or TCDD-treated cells relative to controls. Among the up-regulated genes, we noted Cyp1a1 and Cyp1b1 (Supplementary Table 1) were both present, confirming an AHR-activating signature for both drugs; there were also 108 genes that were down-regulated in common (Figure 5B, Supplementary Table 1).

IPA reveals a pro-inflammatory transcriptional signature for MSCs treated with 1MT

We next sought to identify the pathways that were uniquely affected by R-MT, but not by TCDD treatment (715 genes, Supplementary Table 2. The 167 genes that were uniquely changed by TCDD are summarized in Supplementary Table 3). We performed an Ingenuity
Figure 3: Known AHR ligands and Trp derivatives activate the AHR response in MSCs. (A-D) MSCs were cultured in the presence of well-characterized AHR-binding ligands or other derivatives of tryptophan. Concentrations used in these fixed-dose studies were FICZ, TCDD: 10nm; Kyn, KynAc: 500 μM, 1MT: 1mM. After 6 or 24h, cells were harvested, lysed and total RNA was extracted, converted to cDNA and analyzed via quantitative real-time PCR. Panels A and C show the relative fold-induction of mRNA for the gene Cytochrome 1a1, calculated using each sample’s GAPDH expression, and then normalized to vehicle-treated controls via the delta-delta CT method; panels B and D are the same experiments, plotting Cytochrome 1b1. A one-way ANOVA test was used with Dunnet’s correction for multiple comparisons to assess statistical significance between R-MT-treated and untreated cells. These data are the calculated average of four independent experiments using two independent MSC samples. E. MSCs were cultured in the presence of racemic 1MT (R-MT), or the pure enantiomer (L)-MT or (D)-MT at varying doses: (0.1 μM to 5000 μM). After 24h, cells were harvested, lysed and total RNA was extracted, converted to cDNA and analyzed via quantitative real-time PCR. Panel E shows the relative fold-induction of mRNA for the gene Cytochrome 1a1, calculated using each sample’s GAPDH expression, and then normalized to vehicle-treated controls. Each treatment condition was fitted to a linear regression model, which were then compared by F-test to assess differences in line slope (P=0.009). (F) Panel F shows data from the same experiments as Panel E, plotting the relative fold-induction of mRNA for the gene Cytochrome 1b1, calculated using each sample’s GAPDH expression, and then normalized to vehicle-treated controls. Each treatment condition was fitted to a linear regression model, which were then compared by F-test to assess differences in line slope (P=0.003). Panels E and F are summary data for nine experiments using two independent MSC samples.
Figure 4: Interferon-γ licensing of MSCs and AHR response. (A) Resting MSCs (r) and IFN-γ stimulated (γ) MSCs were analyzed for IDO expression after pre-stimulation with a fixed dose of IFN-γ (50 ng/ml), followed by treatment with a fixed 1mM dose of 1MT. Figure represents the immunoblotting results of a single membrane that was first blotted for IDO1, then stripped, re-blocked and probed for actin. Lanes 1-5 represent mono-treated cells. Lanes 6-8 represent 1MT and IFN-γ co-treatment; lanes 9-11 are an IFN-γ pre-stimulation, a PBS wash then 1MT alone. Lanes 12-14 represent a mono-treatment of IFN-γ, followed by 1MT co-treatment. These are results from an experiment with one MSC sample, which was replicated three times. (B, C, D) MSCs were cultured for 24h in the presence of a variable dose (0.1 μM to 5000μM) of racemic 1MT (R-MT), or the sole enantiomer (L)-MT or (D)-MT. In parallel experiments, MSCs were given 12h of pre-stimulation with IFN-γ, followed by 24h of 1MT treatment, using the same dose-titration curve. After the 1MT treatments, cells were harvested, lysed and total RNA was extracted, converted to cDNA and analyzed via quantitative real-time PCR. Panel B shows the relative fold-induction of mRNA for the gene Cytochrome 1a1, calculated using each sample’s GAPDH expression, and then normalized to vehicle-treated controls. Each treatment condition was fitted to a linear regression model, which were then compared by F-test to assess for differences in line slope. (E, F, G. Panels E) F and G show data from the same experiments as B, C, D, but plot fold-induction of Cytochrome 1b1. As above, each treatment condition was fitted to a linear regression model, which were then compared by F-test to assess for differences in line slope. These six panels are the summary data for nine experiments using two independent MSC samples.
Pathway Analysis (IPA) on the genes from Supplementary Table 2, those uniquely affected by R-MT, and Figure 5C is a curated list of 24 immunomodulatory pathways most significantly altered, with the bar color indicating if net pathway activation was up, down, or more diversely activated. The most potently-activated pathway from this list was the Nrf2-mediated oxidative stress pathway, which was identified as being overall down-regulated as a result of R-MT treatment. Figure 5D presents a heat map for four of the aforementioned gene sets. To generate this heat map, each patient sample was normalized to its own untreated control, and IPA-pathway genes were assessed for up- or down-regulation. The color scale shown at bottom is defined as the ratio of each read-count to a gene-centric median, and maximum and minimums defined by a 2-fold upregulation (log2 = +1, red color) or downregulation (log2 = -1, blue color).

Figure 5: RNA-seq analysis of 1MT and TCDD treated MSCs. (A) MSC samples (N=5) were cultured for 24h in vitro in the presence of R-MT (1 mM), TCDD (10 nM), or R10 vehicle (NoRx), and analyzed via mRNA-Seq. Heat map displaying the union of all differentially-expressed genes (DEGs) found between control vehicle treated cells (NoRx) and TCDD treated cells or R-MT treated cells. DEGs were defined as +/-2-fold change and FDR <0.05. Hierarchical clustering was used to organize genes by expression pattern across samples. The color scale shown at bottom is defined as the ratio of each read-count to a gene-centric median, and maximum and minimums defined by a 2-fold upregulation (log2 = +1, red color) or downregulation (log2 = -1, blue color). (B) Venn diagrams showing degree of overlap of genes found to up-regulated or down-regulated in R-MT treated cells or TCDD treated cells relative to vehicle-treated controls. C. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) was used to identify sets of functionally-related genes with statistically-significant enrichment in the genes differentially regulated by R-MT. Panel C is a curated list of 24 immunomodulatory pathways from the IPA databases found to be most significantly altered by R-MT, with the bar color indicating if net pathway activation was up, down, or more diversely activated, as determined by IPA Z-scores. (D) Figure 5D presents a heat map for four of the aforementioned 24 gene sets. To generate this heat map, each MSC sample was normalized to its own untreated control, allowing gene transcripts to be illustrated for up- or down-regulation on a per-MSC sample basis. They were subsequently scaled, whereby a +1.0 is a relative doubling from untreated samples and -1.0 is a relative halving. Patient samples were clustered separately along treatment parameters to compare the TCDD- and R-MT responses side-by-side.
down-regulation on a per-patient basis. This heat map compares TCDD- and R-MT responses side-by-side. Key pathways are observed to be activated or down-regulated by both drugs, but in each case, R-MT was a more robust activator. These pathways are consistent with a cellular response poised towards pro-inflammatory infiltration of tumor tissues. Across all five samples, R-MT downregulates the Nrf2-mediated oxidative stress pathway, which is similar to the down-regulations observed in the paxillin pathway. Also of note was the net up-regulation of gene sets involved with the diapedesis of white blood cells, as well as the pro-inflammatory IL-1 pathway.

**DISCUSSION**

Previous reports have indicated that the immunosuppressive effects of the IDO enzyme are due to the catabolism of tryptophan and the generation of secondary messenger metabolites. However, it remains unclear how those molecules may affect leukocytes, such as those that infiltrate a tumor. One such compound, kynurenine, was shown to have a net immunosuppressive effect on the proliferative capacity of inflammatory T cells [27], whereas others have been shown to activate the AHR and induce an pro-inflammatory response in cancer cells [23]. All of these tryptophan derivatives, including 1MT, contain an aromatic ring substituent. We hypothesized that the aromatic moieties in these compounds may rationalize their ability to serve as binding partner for the AHR, classically only appreciated as a receptor for aromatic hydrocarbon toxicants. We sought to characterize the effects of enantiomerically-pure and racemic mixtures because various human, murine and in vitro experiments have reported differential tumor clearance or IDO-inhibition for different enantiomeric preparations [24, 28–30]. On-going clinical trials use the enantiomerically-pure compound of D-MT [13, 24], which has been shown in vitro to be more effective at reversing tumor-mediated T cell suppression, and better in vivo synergy with conventional chemotherapy regimens [28]. Although many in vitro studies are conducted with a racemic mixture of R-MT [29], and it has been shown that the L enantiomer is a more effective inhibitor of IDO enzymatic activity [30]. Due to these conflicting reports, we tested the pure enantiomers as well as the racemic mixture, with some of our assays suggesting the racemic mixture was a stronger inducer of the AHR response.

Although the present work has utilized a variety of indirect 1MT-to-AHR activation correlates, a direct ligand-binding assay will be necessary to validate the drug actually ligates the receptor. For example, there may exist an indirect middle actor(s) between the AHR response and treatment with 1MT. Ligand-binding studies such as the electromobility shift assay, as examined with free AHR protein and treatments with radiolabeled TCDD or 1MT would address this question [31].

Through a combination of biochemical, immunologic and bioinformatic methods, we demonstrate the efficacy of 1MT for cancer immunotherapy may be rationalized in part due to its AHR-activation. The tumor microenvironment contains malignant and non-malignant cells, as well as cells that may or may not express IDO. MSCs and their closely-related progeny can be mobilized to a growing tumor and participate in the formation of an immune suppressive microenvironment. Considering their innate ability to express IDO and constitutive expression of AHR, they provide a likely biological target for the pharmacological effects of 1MT. MSCs are touted as a therapeutic cell therapy tool, owing to their immune-suppressive or regenerative capabilities, but these same traits can become maladaptive in a tumor microenvironment. The process by which a tumor expands can be thought of as a chronic, non-healing wound [32]. The inflammatory milieu that attracts endogenous or local MSCs to repair damaged tissues can be usurped by a tumor, and the immune-suppressive effects of MSCs hijacked to help the tumor evade future attack by leukocytes. It is for these reasons that we sought to model the tumor microenvironment with the use of non-transformed MSCs, to understand the balance of inflammatory forces that can be targeted by adjuvant therapies like 1MT. Targeting IDO inhibition (or AHR activation) in a specifically-transformed cancer cell line simply would not afford the same immunotherapy-relevant insights that we have gained from using MSCs.

RNAseq profiling analyses revealed distinct pro-inflammatory signatures that were activated by 1MT, the most highly-significant of which was Nrf2-mediated oxidative stress. The Nrf2 pathway typically plays a protective role in tissues, mitigating inflammatory damage caused by environmental toxins. However, anti-inflammatory activity in a tumor microenvironment is not a positive-good phenomena; this anti-inflammatory signaling reflects the mechanisms of cancer immune-evasion [33], such as when tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, or cell-based immunotherapeutics, are reprogrammed to ineffective regulatory cells [34]. The down-regulation of Nrf2 is interesting, as this gene is a known transducer of AHR-mediated signaling, not only for environmental toxins, but also for immune-modifying signals and hematopoietic cues [35]. Various reports have used chromatin-immunoprecipitation and sequencing to show that Nrf2 is an important regulator of anti-oxidant target genes, including HO-1, a key molecule that reduce cellular stresses from reactive oxygen species (ROS) [36–38]. Additionally, the 1MT-induced down regulation of Nrf2 helps explain how anti-inflammatory forces in a tumor microenvironment compete with infiltrating leukocytes to continually evade immune surveillance [34]. Similarly, overexpression of paxillin-family adhesion signaling proteins is a known signature of various tumor types [39, 40], so its down-regulation by 1MT is also consistent with a localized anti-tumor response. Overexpression of paxillin family members is a known signature of various tumor types.
that 1MT may act as an activator of the AHR pathway. Biochemical and microscopy-based techniques to show incomplete understanding of their mechanisms of action bioactivity, via Cyp1a1/Cyp1b1 induction, Nrf2 repression panels will be most useful in screening compounds for cancer effects (1MT), and what downstream activation ligands have pro-cancer effects (TCDD), which have anti-tumor-associated cells could induce an inflammatory response, allowing infiltration by immune cells. Cross-comparisons with the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database revealed that MAPK12 is known to interact with benzopyrene, a toxicant in cigarette smoke, as well as DMBA, both of which are well-characterized AHR ligands known for potent toxicity in mammalian cells [41]. MAPK12 is also known for transducing signals related to cisplatin, etoposide and tamoxifen, three widely-used chemotherapeutic drugs [41]. To strengthen the association that MAPK12 may be transducing 1MT and AHR signals, we developed an in silico search algorithm to identify possible AHR response elements upstream of this putative AHR target gene. Our approach is modeled after a 2010 publication which utilized RNA-seq coupled with in silico bioinformatics to identify AHR in target gene promoters, to putatively define them as downstream regulators [42]. Using this technique, Perdew et al. showed the 10kb-promoter region of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-6 contained an AHRE (GCGTG), rationalizing how a synthetic AHR ligand might stimulate the immune system. Notably, our own RNA-seq data reinforces these findings, as we noted an up-regulation of the IL-6 pathway of culture, and MSCs were allowed to expand for 7 d.

The overlapping signals elicited by AHR toxicants (TCDD), as well as drugs in common usage but with incomplete understanding of their mechanisms of action (1MT) indicate possible steps forward in drug development. Importantly, we cannot be guided by traditional understanding of 1MT (as solely an IDO-inhibitor). It will be important to identify which types of AHR-activating ligands have pro-cancer effects (TCDD), which have anti-cancer effects (1MT), and what downstream activation panels will be most useful in screening compounds for bioactivity, via Cyp1a1/Cyp1b1 induction, Nrf2 repression or activation of MAPK12 or IL-1a.

The present work has utilized conventional biochemical and microscopy-based techniques to show that 1MT may act as an activator of the AHR pathway. However, beyond the identification of this signal, it has been important for us to define the downstream mechanisms by which 1MT may interact with AHR, in order to better characterize and pharmacologically exploit its cancer immunotherapy-augmenting abilities. By coupling RNAseq bioinformatics and in silico prediction modalities, we identified novel downstream actors that may rationalize how and why R-MT augments cancer immunotherapy. The finding that 1MT activates an AHR immune-activating signature—dependent of IDO expression—suggests that this drug may have broader indications than previously anticipated. Taken together, this work lays the foundation for wider implementation of AHR-activating molecules, and the screening parameters that may guide further use of these molecules, to synergize immune-activation with conventional cancer treatment modalities.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**MSC isolation and culture**

Human MSCs were isolated from bone marrow aspirates collected from the iliac crest of consenting volunteer subjects [43]. Bone marrow aspirates were diluted 1:2 with PBS and layered onto a Ficoll density gradient to isolate mononuclear cells. The cells were centrifuged at 400 × g for 20 min and thereafter placed in complete human MSC medium (α-MEM with L-glutamate, 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin (Corning International, Corning, NY)) at 200,000 cells/cm². Non-adherent hematopoietic cells were removed by changing the medium after 3 d of culture, and MSCs were allowed to expand for 7 d. Thereafter, the cells were passaged weekly and reseeded at 1000 cells/cm². After the third passage, the MSC cultures were assayed by flow cytometric analysis for the absence of CD45+ and contaminating cells and expression of CD44, CD73, CD90, and CD105 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Flow cytometry was performed using a FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and FlowJo software v9.6 (TreeStar, Ashland, OR). All assays were performed using MSCs between passages 3 and 6.

Although culture-expanded in α-MEM, all subsequent tissue culture experimental work was performed in R10 (RPMI 1640 with L-glutamate plus 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, and 10% fetal calf serum) (Corning International, Corning, NY). All cell culture work was performed in standard conditions in a tissue incubator at 37 °C in 5% CO2 and 95% air.

**Immunoblotting**

Approximately 1 million MSCs were harvested from a single 75-cm² flask at 80% confluence. Cells had been treated for 12h with 50 ng/ml recombinant human IFN-γ (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and/or 1-methyl-DL-...
tryptophan, 1-methyl-D-tryptophan, or 1-methyl-L-tryptophan (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Whole-cell protein lysates were run in a 4-20% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis apparatus and then transferred to PVDF membrane, which was blocked in 5% non-fat milk in Tris-buffered saline + 0.05% Tween-20. Protein was detected using primary rabbit anti-human IDO1 (1:1000; EMD Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA), primary mouse anti-human AHR (1:1000; ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) or primary rabbit anti-human β-actin (1:1000; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA), and secondary horseradish peroxide-coupled goat anti-rabbit IgG h + l (1:10,000; Bethesda Laboratories, Montgomery, TX). ECL detection system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ) was used to detect immunoreactive blots.

q-RT-PCR analysis

MSCs cultured in the presence or absence of tryptophan derivatives or known AHR agonists were analyzed using quantitative Real-Time PCR. Total RNA was extracted and depleted of genomic DNA using the RNeasy plus mini kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). Normalized RNA was converted cDNA using Quantitect Reverse Transcription kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). Perfecta Sybr Green Fast Mix (Quanta Biosciences, Beverly, MA) real-time PCR was performed with the following primer pairs, listed with the forward primer followed by the reverse primer: GAPDH: 5'-CTC-CTT-GCT-CCT-GCT-GTT-CCA-C-3' ; 5'-TGA-GCG-ATG-TGG-CTC-GGC-T-3'. Cyp1b1: 5'-GCT-GCA-GTG-GCT-GCT-CCT-3' ; 5'-CCC-ACG-ACC-TGA-TCC-AAT-TCT-3'. Cyp1a1: 5'-CAC-CAT-CCC-CCA-CAG-CAC-3' ; 5'-ACA-AAAG-ACA-CAA-CGC-CCC-TT-3'. An ABI 7500 fast real-time PCR system thermal cycler (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) was used for amplification and the Δ-Δ C_T method was used to calculate the fold change in expression [44]. Data are presented as normalized fold-induction above contemporaneously vehicle-treated controls.

Immunofluorescence microscopy

In a twelve-welled tissue culture plate, 50,000 MSCs were plated onto glass coverslips and allowed to adhere overnight. Media was aspirated and replaced with R10 with/without indicated AHR testing ligand. Drugs: TCDD: 10nM (Supelco, St. Louis, MO), L-MT, D-MT, R-MT all at 1mM (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Cells were treated for 5h, after which media was aspirated and cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, then quenched with 50mM NH4Cl. Cells were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton and stained for AHR protein (1:100, ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) diluted in 3% BSA in PBS (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Slips were kept overnight at 4°C in a humid chamber, washed with PBST, then stained (1:500) with a goat-derivied anti-mouse secondary antibody with DyLight-488 (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA). Isotype-control was a non-specific primary murine-derived IgG1 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), followed by the same secondary. Glass slips were affixed to microscope slides using DAPI-containing VectaShield Dry-Curing mounting medium (Vector, Burlingame, CA) and then imaged using a confocal Zeiss SP8 microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). The Leica LASX software package (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) was utilized by a treatment-blinded observer to delimit regions of interest, defined by the DAPI-stained nucleus. From these regions, the signal of Alexa488 was computed and normalized per square micron.

Statistics

All graphical data for the project was analyzed using GraphPad Prism version 6.0 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA), and the statistical tests of significance are noted where indicated, always using an alpha level set at 0.05.

RNA-seq

RNA-Seq analyses were conducted at the Yerkes NHP Genomics Core on five independently-sourced MSC samples. Cells (1x10^5) were plated into six-welled tissue culture plates in duplicates and treated with vehicle alone (R10), TCDD (10nM) or a racemic mixture of 1MT (1mM) for 24h. Total RNA was extracted from using QIAGEN RNEasy Mini kits (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) and RNA quality assessed using Agilent Bioanalyzer analysis. Polyadenylated transcripts were purified on oligo-dT magnetic beads, reverse transcribed using random hexamers, fragmented, and incorporated into barcoded complementary DNA libraries based on the Illumina TruSeq platform. Libraries were validated by microelectrophoresis, pooled, and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 1000 (101 bp) to an average read depth of 25 million [45]. 58,604 unique mRNA transcripts were identified in the data set. Reads were aligned to human RefSeq hg19 reference using STAR software (v2.3.0e) (http://code.google.com/p/rna-star) [46]. The RNAseq data discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus [47] and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE95072 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE95072).

RNA-seq analyses

To examine differential gene expression in samples, estimates of gene-wise and isof orm-wise expression levels for individual genes were performed using DESeq, which normalizes gene expression level estimates across samples and also corrects for nonuniformity in read distributions across each gene [48]. Each patient-sample-set included an untreated control, which was used to measure differential expression above baseline on a per-patient basis. Clustering by covariance PCA and visualization (i.e., heat maps)
of expression data were performed in Partek Genomics Suite software (Partek Inc., St Louis, MO). Differentially expressed genes were analyzed for enriched gene families/pathways/protein interactions using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). Gene set enrichment analysis was performed on the regularized log (rlog) expression table produced by DESeq2 employing a weighted enrichment statistic and Signal2Noise as the ranking metric and using 1000 phenotype permutations. The UCSC Genome browser, loaded with hg19, was used to analyzed the 10-kb promoter regions of MAPK12 and IL1a, prior to the first known exon, and a text-searching Python script employed to identify putative AHREs.
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